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Abstract

This paper tackles the problem of head pose estima-
tion which has been considered an important research
task for decades. The proposed approach selects a set
of features from the symmetrical parts of the face. The
size of bilateral symmetrical area of the face is a good
indicator of the Yaw head pose. We train a Decision
Tree model in order to recognize head pose with regard
to the areas of symmetry. The approach does not need
the location of interest points on face and is robust to
partial occlusion. Tests were performed on a different
dataset from that used for training the model and the
results demonstrate that the change in the size of the
regions that contain a bilateral symmetry provides ac-
curate pose estimation.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we address the problem of head pose
estimation from digital images which consists of locat-
ing a person’s head and estimating the orientation of its
three degrees of freedom (Yaw, Pitch and Roll). Robust
and accurate head pose estimation is a classic problem
in computer vision. It has been widely used in many
applications such as video conferencing or driver mon-
itoring. It is often linked with visual gaze estimation
and provides a coarse indication of the gaze in situa-
tions where the eyes of a person are not visible. The
estimation of the head pose relies on the pose similar-
ity assumption (different people at the same pose look
more similar than the same person at different poses).
Many approaches based on facial features are proposed
to deal with head pose estimation. However the obvious
difficulty lies in detecting outlying or missing features
in situations where facial landmarks are obscured. Also,
low resolution imagery make it difficult to precisely de-
termine the feature locations.

Over the years, many techniques have been proposed

for head pose estimation from a monocular camera.
They can be categorized in three different classes:

Model-based approaches; These approaches may
be geometric [14], where a set of specific facial features
such as eyes, mouth and nose are used to estimate the
head pose. Also, model-based methods can be a flexible
model [23], where a non-rigid model is fit to the image
such that it conforms to the facial structure.

Appearance-based approaches; Instead of concen-
trating on the specific facial features, the appearance
of the entire head image is modelled and learned from
the training data. These approaches formulate the head
pose estimation as a pattern classification problem. Sev-
eral works have used a range of classifiers such as SVM
[9] or randomized ferns [1]. These approaches can also
estimate the head pose using a template [12] or by di-
rectly comparing facial images with a set of template
images [2]. Also, several regressors are possible such
as Convex Regularized Sparse Regression (CRSR) [7]
and Gaussian Progress Regression (GPR) [15].

Hybrid approaches; The above two approaches
may be combined [20]. The temporal information could
also be introduced to improve the head pose estimation
using the results of the head tracking [19].

Each category approaches has specific limits.
Appearance-based approaches suffer from information
about identity and lighting which are contained in the
face appearance and although model-based methods are
fast and simple, they are sensitive to occlusion and usu-
ally require high resolution images which may be not
available in many applications such as driver monitor-
ing or video surveillance.

The discrimination between head orientations is
based upon two cues: the deviation of the head shape
from bilateral symmetry, and the deviation of the nose
orientation from the vertical [22]. Therefore, we as-
sume that head pose is more related to the geometry
of the face images and the symmetry of the face is a
good indicator about the geometric configuration and
therefore about the pose of the head. The symmetry



property of the head have been used as a visual intent
indicator in [11] for people with disabilities. Symme-
try based illumination model proposed in [6] is based
on a three features (the two eyes and the nose tip). For
every combination of two eyes and a nose, head pose
is computed using a weak geometry projection and in-
ternally calibrated camera. The face pose (roll and yaw
angles) are estimated from a single uncalibrated view
in [21] where the symmetric structure of human face is
exploited taking the mirror image of a test face image
as a virtual second view and based on the extraction of
facial feature points of the test and its mirror image and
their matching. A reliable and recent survey in head
pose estimation can be found in [13].

This paper presents a geometrical approach based on
the symmetrical properties of the face to achieve head
pose estimation. The proposed approach uses features
that may be extracted even if the head is relatively far
from the camera and do not need the location of interest
points on face since the facial symmetry appears easily.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we provide
the methodology used for the estimation of the head
pose using the symmetrical parts of the face in Section
2 and 3. In Section 4, the proposed approach is eval-
uated using the FacePix database [3] and the results of
the head pose estimation are discussed. Also, tests with
video sequences from the Boston University head pose
dataset [18], are performed. Finally, we conclude and
discuss the potential future work in Section 5.

2. Features

Face symmetry on images provides knowledge about
the geometrical configuration of the face. As the low
resolution images prevent the use of approaches which
need detection of facial features, we introduce the use
of symmetrical model of the face to deal with head pose
estimation. We demonstrated in [5] that the amount
(lengths and widths) of symmetrical parts on face are
good and robust features for head pose estimation. In
the present work, we will learn a model from the fea-
tures that we extract from the bilateral symmetry of the
face in order to estimate the Yaw orientation of the head.

2.1 Properties of symmetrical parts on face

We will use the bilateral symmetry of the face to
deal with the head pose estimation problem [5]. When
the face is in front of camera, the symmetry between
its two parts (left, right) appears clearly and the line
which passes between the two eyes and nose tip defines
the symmetry axis. However, when the head performs

a motion, for example, a yaw motion, this symmetry
evolves.

We obtain the highest ratio when the head is facing
the camera. The greater the movement angle, the lesser
the number of symmetrical pixels.

2.2 Extraction of symmetries from head im-
ages

Many approaches have been proposed to solve the re-
flectional symmetry detection problem in images [10,
4, 17]. These methods find the symmetrical parts us-
ing some constraints, initial assumptions or are based
on features that are difficult to extract when the face is
far from the camera. However, the method proposed
by Stentiford [16] permits the extraction of symmetries
from 2D facial images without manual intervention or
prior specification of the features that are associated to
these symmetries. So, we detect symmetry basing on
this method.

We implemented the idea proposed by Stentiford
[16] with some improvements in order to reduce the
time processing and to get a higher accuracy regarding
the position of the vertical symmetry axis within an im-
age. The correct location of the symmetry axis depends
on the location of the head. To build the model, we
manually locate the head for good accuracy in automat-
ically detecting the symmetry axis. We start by locating
a tight bounding box around the head. We draw an el-
lipse inside and then we locate all symmetrical points in
the region of the eyes. The location of the eyes is esti-
mated as follows: 1/2 of the face height and a few pixels
from the top of the face. However, for testing video se-
quences, the process is fully automatic (what we see in
the experiments section).

3. Head pose estimation

In order to determine the amount of yaw motion, a
Decision Tree classifier is trained using the relative fea-
tures extracted from the symmetrical parts according
to the amount of motion. To increase performance of
prediction, we use the Alternating Decision Tree that
is based on boosting [8]. The tree alternates between
prediction nodes and decision nodes. The root node is
a prediction node and contain a value. The sum of the
prediction values crossed when following all paths for
which all decision node are true, is used to classify a
given instance.

We have used the FacePix database [3] for our learn-
ing and evaluation. The set of head pose images repre-
sents the angles for which the symmetry axis is prop-



erly detected. The poses vary from -45◦ (left) to +45◦

(right).
We start by extracting features from the region of in-

terest such as the ratio of the symmetrical pixels related
to the total number of facial pixels, as well as the width
of the hull that includes the pixels. These features will
constitute the feature vector. Finally, we construct the
model from the vectors derived from images of several
people caught in different poses. These images rep-
resent seven poses associated with the following Yaw
angles: -45◦, -30◦, -15◦, 0◦, 15◦, 30◦ and 45◦. The
classifier estimating the head orientation has four dis-
crete classes which represent seven poses: class 1: -45◦

and 45◦, class 2: -30◦ and 30◦, class 3: -15◦ and 15◦

and class 4: 0◦. The right and left poses are gathered
in the same class as they contain the same symmetry
and, therefore, the same information. Figure 1 shows
the seven poses with their features.

Figure 1. The seven Yaw poses

4. Experimental results and discussion

We evaluate the obtained model in order to validate
the features extracted from symmetry. Also, we use a
different dataset to perform tests. The results are pre-
sented below.

4.1 Learning

We use the FacePix database [3] to build the head
pose model and to evaluate it. The FacePix database
consists of three sets of face images. The set with pose
angle variations is composed of 181 face images, rep-
resenting angles from -90◦ to +90◦ at 1 degree incre-
ments, of 30 different subjects. Among the 181 poses,
we use 7 poses (poses varying from -45◦ to +45◦ with
15◦ step) because when exceeding this interval, the bi-
lateral symmetry disappears from the image plane.

We split the data into 6 equal subsets and performed
6-fold crossvalidation. In each run, 5 subsets are used as
the training set and the other subset is used as a test set.
The subjects in the training and test set are completely
distinct since each subject is taken once.

In order to classify any input image into one of the
four discrete head poses, we learn an Alternating Deci-
sion Tree. We build a model and evaluate it. Figures
2 shows the classification rates using Alternating Deci-
sion Tree for the 4 pose classes. We obtain an weighted
average of correct classification equal to 81.4%. The
classification rate for class 3 witch corresponds to the
two poses : -15◦ and 15◦, is the lowest, because often
these poses are closer to that of class 2 and class 4 The
other poses are better classified, their classification rate
exceeds 80%.

Figure 2. Classification rates for the 4
pose classes

4.2 Testing

In addition to the validation experiments, we test the
decision tree on a different dataset. The model was
used to estimate the head pose in videos including se-
quences from the Boston University head pose dataset
[18]. Since we do not have information about the lo-
calization of the face, we use the Viola Jones detector,
which provides the area for features extraction. To infer
a continuous head pose estimation, we interpolated the
three neighbouring poses obtained from the neighbour-
ing frames) using a 3-order B-spline. Sample frames
from a video are shown in figure 3. The symmetry area
is superposed on the original frames and the estimated
poses are compared with ground truth. The mean abso-
lute angular error for this sequence is 4.47◦.

The main advantage of the method is that the calcu-
lation can start at any pose, without any initialisation,
since the head and the symmetry axis are automatically
detected for poses between -45◦ and +45◦. The sym-
metry is properly extracted for this interval even if the
image is noisy or low resolution. Thus, results from
video sequences provide accurate estimation of the mo-
tion. The mean absolute angular error for the Boston
University head pose dataset (Yaw motion sequences)
is 6.49◦.



Figure 3. Sample frames from a video
sequence (Boston University head pose
dataset)

5. Conclusion

We have presented a new approach to perform head
pose Yaw estimation. We use a set of features extracted
from the symmetry of the face to learn a model for
Yaw angles. These features may be extracted even if
the head is far from the camera and do not need the
detection of special facial landmarks. The results ob-
tained by our approach have been evaluated using the
FacePix head pose database where classification accu-
racy reached 81.4% and tested using video sequences
from the Boston University head pose dataset. We now
have a valuable model that we can deploy on data in the
real world. In our future work, we will explore tempo-
ral correlation obtained from the head tracking to extend
the range of motion and we will add features to classify
both Yaw and Pitch angles.
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